the present knowledge on the identity rules of canoniThis paper reports the first example of a triple ami-cal tRNAs (reviewed in e.g. 2-4). The concept of identity noacylation specificity of a viral tRNA-like domain. implies that the three-dimensional structure of a tRNA These findings were based on structural studies on the is essentially a structural scaffold that allows the best brome mosaic virus (BMV) tRNA-like domain (Felden presentation of the identity determinants toward amiet al., 1994, J. Mol. Biol. 235, 508-531) together with noacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS). We made the asknowledge on tRNA aminoacylation identity rules sug-sumption that both the tRNAs and the BMV tRNA-like and to the tyrosylation capacity of the molecule. The shaped conformation of canonical tRNAs. An acceptor influence of experimental conditions on aminoacyla-arm is formed by the very 3-end of the molecule and tion reactions was also studied. The novel aminoacyla-the neighboring pseudoknotted domain. An anticodontion capacities of BMV tRNA-like domain support its like branch, corresponding to the second part of the L, already reported three-dimensional fold and illustrate is formed by a helical domain oriented perpendicularly the predictive potential of modeling data. Biological to the acceptor arm. Both regions are highlighted in necessity of specific or non specific aminoacylation red in Fig 1a. The corresponding secondary structure will be discussed. ᭧ 1998 Academic Press depicted in Fig 1b emphasizes the sequences involved in the L-shaped part of the structure. The internal segments A17 to A99 and U127 to A134 and the 5-terminal domain U170 to G206, shown in green in Fig 1a, Models are often useful operational tools underlying are not directly involved in the tRNA mimicry. scientific development provided their predictive power Considering the three-dimensional model of the can be subjected to experimental verification. We illus-BMV tRNA-like domain and assuming that both trate this statement by exploring theoretical implicatRNAs and tRNA-like molecules adopt the same strattions on the aminoacylation properties of the brome mosaic virus (BMV) tRNA-like domain arising from in-egy for their specific interactions with cognate aaRSs spection of its three-dimensional model (1) and from lead us to identify nucleotides, in correct and optimal positioning within the structure, which could mimic entirely or partially identity sets potentially responsi-1 To whom correspondence should be addressed at present address:
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FIG. 1.
Three-dimensional model of the 3-end of the BMV tRNA-like domain (a) and sequence of the molecule displayed in a similar orientation (b) [adapted from (1) ]. The red ribbon shown in panel (a) emphasizes the tRNA-like core that corresponds to the sequences displayed in shaded boxes in panel (b) . Note that folding of the actual tRNA-like structure involves a 169 nucleotide long RNA fragment from which only 77 nucleotides fold the active core. For canonical tRNA Tyr only 76 nucleotides are needed. Non-viral nucleotides present for transcriptional reasons at the 5-end of the viral RNA sequence are in italics. Graphic representation was produced with DRAWNA software (40) . dine systems, the major determinant and structural the molecules. Residue -1 is conserved in all tRNA His sequences (11) . In yeast, Modeling of the BMV tRNApeculiarity conferring identity to the tRNA is the presence of an extra-nucleotide (residue -1) at the 5-end of like structure showed that residue A117, which belongs
FIG. 2. Major identity elements within yeast tRNA
Tyr (a), tRNA His (b), and tRNA Val (c) transcripts and their predicted equivalents in the BMV tRNA-like domain (d) displayed in the secondary structures of these molecules. Modified nucleotides in tRNA Tyr are abbreviated as described (11) . Identity elements for a given specificity are boxed similarly in the cloverleaf structures as their predicted counterparts in the BMV tRNA-like domain.
to the pseudoknot within the acceptor stem, is stacked this tRNA (13) (14) (15) , in yeast both the anticodon, especially the central A residue, and the discriminator base over the last base-pair of the amino acid-accepting stem in such a way as to face discriminator base A4 (Fig 3a) . A belong to the valine identity set (16) (Fig 3c) . The anticodon-like loop in BMV RNA contains a well exThe position of this residue in the viral RNA mimics that of nucleotide -1 present in histidine specific tRNAs posed and stacked ACA sequence that mimics part of a tRNA Val anticodon. In addition, the BMV RNA con- (Fig 3b) . A similar structural situation exists within the tRNA-like domain of turnip yellow mosaic virus tains an A residue at discriminator position 4 (Fig 3b) .
Thus, we predict valylation of the BMV tRNA-like do-(TYMV) RNA where a nucleotide from a loop of the pseudoknot mimicking the acceptor stem is positioned main.
In this paper, we bring experimental demonstrations as would be residue -1 of an histidine tRNA. In this case, it could already be demonstrated that TYMV RNA of these two predictions in vitro. It will be shown that the BMV tRNA-like domain can actually be charged to is histidinylated (12). Considering these facts, we predict histidinylation of the BMV tRNA-like domain.
high levels by yeast HisRS and ValRS. These novel properties of the BMV tRNA-like domain will be disWhereas in E. coli tRNA Val , the anticodon triplet (UAC) alone is sufficient to confer valine identity to cussed in the light of the identity rules for RNA recogni-line residues using the FRAGMENT software (24). Graphical models tion by synthetases. Possible implications of the multiwere subjected to restrained least-squares refinement according to ple amino acid specificity of the viral RNA for the biol- (26) with the programs NUCLIN and NUCLSQ (25) in order to enogy of the virus will also be proposed.
sure correct geometry and stereochemistry. Superposition of tRNAs to the viral RNA was done manually using the FRODO software (27). The start in this process was to superimpose the adenine dis-
MATERIALS AND METHODS
criminator residues common to all these molecules.
Enzymes and chemicals. Yeast ValRS, ArgRS, and AspRS were purified to homogeneity according to established procedures (17) (18) (19) (21) . Restriction enzymes BstN1, Tth111I, and EcoT22I were purchased from New England Biolabs As discussed previously, the three-dimensional ( the tRNA and A117 of the viral RNA. Using computer RNA polymerase. After an incubation step of three hours at 37ЊC, reactions were stopped by a phenol/ether extraction followed by etha-modeling, yeast tRNA Val and the BMV tRNA-like donol precipitation. Transcripts were separated from non-incorporated main have also been compared. Here again, the disnucleotides and DNA fragments by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrocriminator bases of both molecules were superimposed phoresis followed by electroelution. This allowed also to separate a priori and, as seen in Figure 3c Waals spheres (Fig 3c) . (Fig 4) . Under similar experimental conditions, structure of yeast tRNA Asp (25) in which the discriminator and the anticodon loop nucleotides were replaced by their corresponding va-up to 40% of the BMV molecules are histidinylated and about 20% valylated, taking the 80% aminoacylation other aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases specific for aspartate, arginine and phenylalanine, tested as negative levels of tRNA His and tRNA Val transcripts as the references (Fig 4a1 and 4b1) . Histidinylation plateaus of the aminoacylation controls. These negative results were also obtained in the presence of DMSO, a chemical viral RNA were reached already after 10 min. incubation, whereas 30 min. were necessary for the valylation known to stimulate incorrect aminoacylations (28) (29) (30) (31) .
Aminoacylation of the BMV tRNA-like domain by plateaus. This indicates that histidinylation of the BMV tRNA-like domain is more efficient in terms of both HisRS and ValRS is sensitive to experimental conditions, namely enzyme concentration, pH, temperacharging rate and plateau levels than valylation. No detectable level of charging was observed with three ture, and ionic strength (data not shown). Panels (a2) Table 1 tions, the catalytic efficiency of BMV RNA histidinylarapidly the maximal aminoacylation plateau, whereas in the valine system, a ratio of 15 is required to reach tion is about 1000-fold lower than that of yeast tRNA His transcript. This is mainly due to a strong decrease of the maximal plateau (with or without organic solvent). Interestingly, with or without organic solvent, the de-V max (about 300-fold), K m being only weakly affected (4-fold increase). The presence of 20% DMSO is beneficial pendence of the histidinylation level of the viral RNA as a function of the [Mg 2/ ]/[ATP] ratio is biphasic. As to the reaction, since the loss in catalytic efficiency is reduced of about 6-fold as compared to reactions withseen in panel (a3), the first part of the curve has a high slope until a ratio of 5; for higher ratios, no more out the solvent. Again, V max is more affected than K m , but now its decrease is only 30-fold. changes in the aminoacylation levels occur. In the case of the valylation (Fig 4, panel (b3) ), the curve is triphaAs already deduced from the aminoacylation plateaus, valylation of the BMV RNA is less efficient than sic. The first outcome of this work, primarily focused on functional aspects of the BMV tRNA-like domain, refold as deduced from earlier data (30) which is the most efficient under standard aminoacylation conditions for sides in the validation of the overall correctness of the structural model of this molecule (1), since the functhis synthetase known for its potential to recognize and valylate non-cognate tRNAs. Considering these facts, tional predictions that we made from its critical inspection were verified. Thus, tRNA identity rules may acit can be concluded that both histidinylation and valylation of the BMV are quite efficient as compared to count for the triple aminoacylation specificity of the viral tRNA-like domain. However, a careful mutational mischarging reactions of canonical tRNAs.
In the presence of 20% DMSO, the situation is re-analysis of selected nucleotides within the BMV tRNAlike domain predicted to be responsible of the two addiverse. Here valylation becomes more efficient than histidinylation. The efficiency of both reactions becomes tional specificities remains to be done. Preliminary functional data collected on several BMV RNA mutants high with only a 16.5-fold decrease in catalytic specificity for valylation (V max reduced 7-fold and K m increased are in line with these predictions (data not shown). The present work is also in line with the view that the 2.5-fold), and 150-fold for histidinylation, as compared to the charging of the corresponding tRNAs. Thus, un-ribose-phosphate backbones of tRNAs or of other aminoacylatable RNAs may be structural scaffoldings der these non-standard conditions, the viral RNA exhibits a quasi-equivalent triple aminoacylation speci-allowing identity nucleotides to be presented to synthetases. Various folding patterns can fulfill this role; for ficity.
According to a previous work (8) , tyrosylation of the the BMV tRNA-like domain, the overall scaffolding is very different from that of canonical tRNAs. viral RNA by yeast TyrRS is 19-fold less efficient than tyrosylation of yeast tRNA Tyr . From that we can estiAn unanswered question concerns the reasons of the different strengths of the three identities contained in mate the histidinylation and valylation efficiencies of the BMV tRNA-like domain as compared to its tyrosy-the BMV tRNA-like domain, or in other words the differences in catalytic efficiencies by which the three lation efficiency: histidinylation is 52-times less efficient than tyrosylation (L/19) and valylation 375-times specificities are expressed. As in the case of canonical tRNAs, several structural explanations could account less efficient.
for this fact. Minor identity elements for histidinylation it is likely that this potential was used during the evolutionary tinkering that lead to aminoacylatable RNAs. or valylation may be missing in the viral RNA. Also different sequence contexts and, most likely, conforma-It is thus tempting to propose that the primordial specificity of the viral tRNA-like molecules was for histidine. tional differences and/or variabilities in the structural adaptability of both types of molecules for the respec-During evolution, additional specificities requiring more elaborate identity sets were added and as a retive synthetases could reduce the optimal expression of the novel specificities in the viral RNA. The fact sult, the histidine identity, may have become hidden in some of the contemporary plant viral tRNA-like molthat an organic solvent, DMSO, improves the catalytic efficiency of histidinylation, and especially of valyla-ecules.
What is then the biological necessity that has maintion, agrees with this view. Further, antideterminant effects may play a role and affect differently the charg-tained pseudoknotted aminoacylatable folds at the 3-end of several viral RNA families? Various explanaing of the viral RNA by class I (TyrRS and ValRS) and class II (HisRS) synthetases. Finally, it can be proposed tions have been reviewed (34) , including the role of telomeres that would ensure that the 3-terminal part that the better histidinylation of the BMV RNA as compared to its valylation ability is related to the different of the viral genomes is not lost during replication (35-36) or a more direct involvement during replication (e.g. distribution of the major identity elements for these specificities into the molecule: restricted to the vicinity 37-38). In such functions, an explicit requirement for the aminoacylation of the viral RNA has only been docof the acceptor end for the histidine determinants and located at the distal extremities of the tRNA-like fold umented in the case of TYMV RNA where in vivo valylation has been correlated with replication (38) . Tyrosyfor the valine determinants. This would require a greater adaptability of the RNA for ValRS than for lation, however, is not required for BMV RNA replication (37, 39). Indeed, both in vitro and in vivo HisRS recognition. Altogether, the versatile aminoacylation properties of the viral RNA likely reflects its experiments with BMV RNA variants, mutated in the tRNA-like domain so that tyrosylation activity is lost, great structural flexibility which could facilitates the mutual adaptation with synthetases.
showed that replication is still efficient. Thus, tyrosylation and replication were concluded to be rather independent processes. These results, however, do not prePotential Biological Perspectives clude a possible involvement of aminoacylation in the viral cycle of BMV since, as we have shown here, the Despite the absence of in vivo data as well as being in an heterologous context of aminoacylation (aaRSs viral RNA may not only be tyrosylated but also histidinylated and valylated. Additional data are required to from yeast), it is striking to observe that the two novel specificities found for the BMV tRNA-like domain con-know if BMV RNA is histidinylated or valylated in vivo.
If true, viral RNAs defective in tyrosylation, may still cern valine and histidine, which are those of the other families of plant viruses containing tRNA-like struc-be aminoacylated by HisRS or ValRS to a level sufficient for initiation of replication. In such a case, the tures (RNAs from tymo-and tobamoviruses known to accept valine and histidine, respectively). Interest-specific nature of the amino acid would be less important than the presence of an ester linkage at the ingly, the TYMV tRNA-like structure is also a substrate for HisRS (12). Thus, the common feature of the very 3-end of the viral RNA. In conclusion, the in vitro demonstration of potential efficient aminoacylation of three plant viral RNA families is their potential to be recognized and charged by HisRS. These functional a plant viral RNA by several synthetases opens the possibility of a general correlation between aminoproperties are accounted for by the presence of a pseudoknotted fold near to the 3 CCA accepting ends in acylation and replication of viral genomes. However, further replication experiments with BMV variants dethese viral tRNA-like molecules. Our modeling studies propose that a nucleotide from the loop crossing the fective for all three aminoacylation activities are necessary to confirm this view. deep, narrow groove of the pseudoknot of the BMV tRNA-like domain mimics the major histidine identity determinant. Because of the structural properties of ACKNOWLEDGMENTS pseudoknots, the same architectural features exist in 
